FAQ
Varvara Morozova allows placing my discs without following the placement rules.
What do I get when there are several of my discs on a card at the end of an Auction
Phase?
Each of your discs is resolved individually.
1. Each non-highest disc gets compensated according to its value.
2. If you are the highest bidder and there is no other disc of the same value, the card is
yours and you do NOT get compensated for that bid. However, if there are two discs
of the same highest value, you get compensated and the other player gets the card.
Annie Malone lets me resolve one of my cards again. What if I resolved a card, then
upgraded it, and now I want to resolve it again? Do I resolve the additional effect?
Yes, both effects will be available since the card is placed with its upgraded side up now.
Annie Malone lets me resolve one of my cards again. How does that work in the
production chain variant?
You may choose any card in your production chain, even out of its order. You do not
have to resolve a card two times in a row — you may decide to get back to it later. Once
the ability is resolved, you must get back to the disrupted link of your chain. All other
Production Phase rules stay the same.
Nikolay Vtorov gives me an additional

. Do I place all of my discs in every Auction Phase?

Yes, you place all of your 5 discs during each Auction Phase (if that’s possible — see the next
question). Since you have an additional bid to place, you’ll always be the last one to place your
remaining disc. Eventually, you will bid twice in a row at the end of an Auction Phase.
What if I cannot place my remaining disc anywhere during an Auction Phase?
This is possible only in a 2-player game with one player having an additional
. If you cannot
place your remaining disc, the Auction Phase is over for you. The other player and the Agent
continue placing their discs (if they still have any). We recommend keeping this in mind: consider
placing your twos earlier.
Do I have to begin with my Start-up card during each Production Phase?
No, you do not. When you play without the production chain variant, you may rearrange your cards
and resolve them in any order you wish. When playing with a production chain, you resolve your
Start-up card whenever you get to it within your chain (it does not have to be the first one there).
May I upgrade a card with my Start-up card first, and then gain an Upgrade token from the
effect above?
No, all effects are resolved from top to bottom (see page 5 of the rulebook).
What if there are no enough resources, and all of the Multiplication tokens are used already?
The supply of resources and tokens is not limited. If anything is unavailable, use a temporary
substitute, write the shortage down or remember it.

